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Hour 50
Team Name

TOTAL

GDI
Animal House
Curse of NTWC
Sigma Phi Nothing
Ultraviolet Catastrophe
Eleven Who Don't Care
Nepos Peoples
Jeremiah's Band of Chosen Rebels
Know Nothings : Next Generation
Panties Way Too Tight
flaming Goatropers
Three Drooling Geeks
Crunchy Frogs and Chewy Toads
Campaign: Brain Drain
Sexual Chocolate
Cactus Jack's "Dit, not wops"
Team Banzai
Nine Eleven
Digital Dungeon Dwellers
Disgusting Highway Trash
Steimie Rides Shotgun
Mary's Little Lambs
Ch Ch Ch Chia Pets
Nonexistant Obligontal Cosmic Dust
Orgasmatron & the Soiled Garments
Naughty Boys, wimps and tramps
Sex is Icky

3995
3805
3785
3755
3590
3385
3070
3015
2855
2705
2625
2590
2385
2375
2225
2220
2000
1985
1895
1780
1765
1495
1255
1065
995
890
570

Hour 1
5 pts

This is President Brendan McDonald. In October of last year I was
awarded an honorary degree from our "sister school" in Japan. For
5 Trivia points, what is the name of that University?
- Akita University

10 pts

What is the name of the anti-gravity material on the Rocky and
Bullwinkle show?
- Upsidaisium

20 pts

Please give us the name of the first F.B.I. agent assigned to
investigate the 1964 murders of the 3 civil rights workers in
Philadelphia, Mississippi?
-- Don Anderson

15 pts

What is Fred Mertz's middle name from the TV show "I Love
Lucy?"
-Hobart

10 pts

Two people now hold the position as executive vice-presidents of
the Minnesota Society of the American Institute of Architects.
What are their names?
-- Beverly Hauschild and Peter Rand

35 pts

Sugar Pops cereal used to use an animated cowboy as its pitchman
to entice kids to pick up the box. What is the character's full name
and title?
-- Sugar Pops Pete the Prarie Puff

5 pts

What was the name of Buster Brown's canine pal?
-Tige

15 pts

What was the name of the stadium and the town it was in that was
used for the TV sports show "Home Run Derby?"
-- Wrigley Stadium in Los Angeles

10 pts

What is a "grilse?"
-- a young salmon making its first return to fresh
water from the sea

Hour2
5 pts

Every 10 years a city in Germany presents a daylong play portraying
the last hours of Christ's life, in which the people of the town play
all the roles. It is called "The Passion Play." Name the German city
in which it is held.
-- Oberammergau
What is the name of the high school Glenn Ford teaches at in the
movie "Blackboard Jungle?"
- North Manual (Trades)

35pts

What is the name of the only NFL Hall of Fame inductee to attend
St. Thomas College in Minnesota?
- Walt Kiesling

15 pts

Who sings the theme song for the TV sitcom "Throb?"
- Diane Canova and the Nylons

10 pts

Aldous Huxley's novel "Brave New World" is set in the year 632
A.F. What does A.F. stand for?
-After Ford

40 pts

Please give us the name of the first retail store to be located inside a
McDonald's hamburger joint.
- Peggy Sue's (a boutique in Chicago)

5 pts

In the comic strip "Blondie," what is the name of Mr. Dither's wife?
--Cora

15 pts

In the movie "Gone With The Wind," what substance did
"Mammy" say she applied to Scarlett's skin all winter so she
wouldn't freckle in the summer sun?
-- Buttermilk

10 pts

Most of the population from a small town in Iowa appeared on the
David Letterman show in 1989. What was the name of that town?
- Bolen

Hour3
T.O.

Where, in 1946, did the United Nations set up temporary
headquarters?
- Hunter College

10 pts

What is the name of the advertising character who is the goodwill
ambassador for K-Mart film developing?
- Dusty Lenscap

45pts

What is the motto of the self-help group "Messies Anonymous?
- I can clean it, sort it, dry it, or tell you where it is
in 5 minutes or less.

15 pts

Sean Connery has two sets of phrases tattoed on his right arm.
What are the words?
- Mum and Dad, and Scotland Forever

lOpts

On what day and year was a catcher's mask first used in a game of
baseball?
- April 12, 1877

25 pts

What was the name of the female group that did the cheerleading
on the Beach Boys song, "Be True To Your School?"
-The Honeys

5 pts

What is the name of Beethoven's only opera?
- Fidelio

15 pts

In the card game, Bridge, which card is sometimes referred to
as the "Curse of Scotland?"
- The nine of diamonds

10 pts

The EPCOT Center is not named after a person or a place. It is an
acronym. What do the letters stand for?
- Experimental Prototype Community Of
Tomorrow

Hour4
5pts

What is the name of the handyman on the cartoon Jetsons?
- Henry Orbit

10 pts

Australians are sometimes known as Pommies, which is derived
from the acronym P.O.M.E. What does P.O.M.E. stand for?
- Prisoner of Mother England

45 pts

In the 40 years that crayolas have been available to us, there have
been only two changes in the names of the colors used. Please give
us the former names of the two colors, and the names they were
changed to.
- Flesh was changed to peach, and Prussian blue
became midnight blue.

15 pts

What is the name of the first woman to be inducted into the
Baseball Hall of Fame at Cooperstown, N.Y.?
- Patricia "Specs" Brown

10 pts

What was the name of the ex-marine who caused Sara Jane Moore's
assassination attempt on then-President Gerald Ford to fail?
- Oliver Sipple

30 pts

Who delivered the eulogy at Elvis Presley's funeral?
- Jackie Kahne

5 pts

What is the ingredient that makes Scope mouthwash special?
-T25

15 pts

What was the name of the man who founded the Guardian Angels
of New York City in 1979?
- Curtis Sliwa

lOpts

Name the TV show in which the male lead was employed at the
Pendergast Tool and Die Company.
- All In The Family (Archie Bunker)

Hours
5 pts

Who invented the ORAL polio vaccine?
- Dr. Sabin

10 pts

Who was the last prime minister under the Shah of Iran?
-- Shahpour Bakhtiar

35 pts

Donald Trump bought a 29 million dollar onyx and gold yacht from
a Saudi finacier. Who was this Saudi?
-- (Adnan) Khashoggi

15 pts

What popular recording artists sat in as hosts of the Weekly Top 40
show the week after Casey Kasem left and before Shadoe Stevens
took over?
-- Daryl Hall and John Oates

10 pts

On what day and year was a catcher's mask first used in a game of
baseball?
-- April 12, 1877

T.O.

If you won the title of Mr. Irrelevant the XIV (14th), as presented by the
Balboa Bay Club, what would your name be?
-- Everett Ross (last man picked in the 1989
N.F.L. football draft) (correct)

5 pts

Who composed the opera "Faust?"
-- Charles Gounod

15 pts

What did the P.F. stand for in the tennis shoe called the "P.F.
Flyer?"
- Posture Foundation

10 pts

What was the name of the butler in the "Rocky Horror Picture
Show?"
- Riff Raff

Hour6
5 pts

What was the name of the candy that the children were told to steal
in "Willie Wonka And The Chocolate Factory?"
- Everlasting Gobstopper

lOpts

The back cover of the Bloom County book "Tales Too Ticklish To Tell"
has a picture of the author and what he calls his dog. What is the
supposed dog's name?
- Woof

40pts

What is the name of the photographer who was killed in the bombing of
the Greenpeace sailing ship, the Rainbow Warrior?
- Fernando Perreira

T.O.

What portion of the Bible do the Byrds quote in the lyrics for the
song "Turn, Turn, Turn?"
- Ecdesiasties 3:1-8
(corrected)

10 pts

In 1989, Tiny Tim decided to run for mayor of New York. What was the

name of the party he represented?
-- New Age Party
75 pts

In one of the Miller Llte beer commercials, former N .HL. hockey

star Pete Stemkowski tells an American joke in the Polish language.
What was the joke and the punch line? (In English please.)
- Why did the American run out of ice?
(Answer: ) He lost the recipe.
5 pts

In Mexico what day is celebrated as Cinco de Mayo?

-MayS
15 pts

What were the names of the 3 maids in the TV sitcom "Maude?"
- Florida; Mrs. Neil Naugatuck; Victoria Butterfield

lOpts

In the original Flying Blue Angel's aerial displays, what kind of

planes were used for the maneuvers?
- Grumman F6F "Hellcats"

Hour7
5 pts

Who was the youngest man to ever be sworn in as president of the
United States?
-- Theodore Roosevelt

10 pts

Who threw the first party that eventually came to be known as the
European Oktoberfest?
- King Ludwig (of Bavaria)

100 pts

What actor's feet were used in the Dr. Sholl's TV commercial
where a dog faints when the actor takes off his shoes?
- Roy Stuart (of Gomer Pyle fame)

15 pts

What two Minnesota state legislators were named Outstanding
Higher Education Legislators for 1988?
- Jim Pehler and John Dom

10 pts

Who were the MTV nominees for the "Bimbo of the 80's Award?"
-- Rob Lowe, Dan Quayle, Brigette Neilsen, Jessiaca
Hahn, Vanna White

50 pts

On whose old-time radio program would you hear the musical
group "Rhubarb Red and the Ozark Apple Knockers," and who was
the leader of that group?
- The Bing Crosby Show; Les Paul

5 pts

What is the family name of the Beverly Hillbilly's clan?
-- Clampett

15 pts

Who was this years Grand Marshall for the annual Jesse Jame's Day
parade held in Northfield?
- Barry Morrow

10 pts

Who was the first celebrity to leave their hand or foot prints in the
cement at Graumen's Chinese Theatre?
-- Norma Talmadge

Hour8
5 pts

Who holds the N.B.A. record for most consecutive games without
fouling out?
- Wilt Chamberlain (1045)

10 pts

What is the national sport of Canada?
- Lacrosse

45pts

Since the New York Times introduced the crossword puzzle to its
pages, the post of Crossword Puzzle Editor has been held by only
three people. Name the three.
- Margaret Farrar, Will Weng, Eugene Maleska

15 pts

Who is the first person to be thrown out of compitition in a Grand
Slam tennis event and what Grand Slam event was it?
- John McEnroe and the Australian Open

10 pts

In the movie "Who Framed Roger Rabbit?" what 3 ingredients

made up the "The Dip" which could wipe out the cartoon
characters?
-- Turpentine, acetone, and benzene
45 pts

In the movie "The Sting," the film is divided into six parts. Name the

titles to each part.
- The Set-Up, The Hook, The Tale, The Wire, The
Shutout, The Sting
5pts

Dwight Eisenhower was president of what University when he left
to accept the post of Supreme Commander of NATO?
- Columbia University

15 pts

In "The Flintstones," Bedrock is the county seat for what county?"

- Cobblestone county
10 pts

What product used this phrase "A little dab'll do ya?"
- Brylcream

Hour9
5 pts

In what city was William McKinley shot ?
- Buffalo

10 pts

Prior to Pope John Paul II, what was the name of the last non-Italian
pope?
-- Adrian the 6th

30 pts

Jimmy Dean has had nine yachts, each with the same name. Tell us
the name of his current and past eight yachts.
-- BIG BAD JOHN

15 pts

In 1964, what was the world's longest suspension bridge?
-- Verrazano Narrows (between the boroughs of
Brooklyn and Staten Island)

10 pts

A former escrow agent for the Department of Housing and Urban
Development was indicted last year for stealing $5.6 million dollars
and giving much of it to the poor. She was nicknamed Robin HUD.
What was her real name?
-- Marilyn Harrell

60 pts

Frank Zappa had a song included in the movie "More American
Graffiti." Please tell us the extremely appropriate title of that song.
-- Lumpy Gravy

5 pts

The aurora borealis has a twin auroral zone in the southern hemisphere.
What is it called?
-- Aurora Australis

15 pts

Besides writing books about his exploits as a veterinarian, James
Heriot also writes childrens books. What is the name of his latest
children's book?
-- Market Square Dog

10 pts

In what town and state was the first U.S. Open of golf held?
-- Newport, Rhode Island

Hour 10
5 pts

In what novel did Edna Ferber describe the Oklahoma land rush of 1889?

- Cimarron
IO pts

What is the name of the largest and oldest inhabited castle in the world?
- Windsor Castle (founded by William the
Conquerer in 1066)

50pts

The first baby born in Minneapolis in the 20th century had her name
chosen in a baby naming contest. What was the full name of this person?
- Alpha Twencentia Minnea Lundeen

15 pts

What is the heaviest known fundamental particle of matter called?
- Z particle

IO pts

Who was the first vice-president to die while in office?
- George Clinton

60pts

In the movie "The Naked Gun," what are the names of the

famous people doing a cameo as announcers for the baseball
game between the California Angels and the Seattle
Mariners?
- Curt Gowdy, Jim Palmer, Dick Enberg, Dick
Vitale, Mel Allen, Tim McCarver, and Dr. Joyce
Brothers
5 pts

Who appointed the first woman justice to the United States Supreme
Court?
-- (President) Ronald Reagan

15 pts

When asked his nationality in the movie "Casablanca," what was
Humphrey Bogart's reply?
- Drunkard

IOpts

Borden used Elsie the Cow as a product representative, and on several
occasions her family joined her. Name the other three family members.
- Elmer, Beulah and Beauregard

Hour 11
5 pts

Name the play that ends with this line: ''For never was a story told
of more woe, Than this of ... "
- 'Romeo and Juliet,' (The line ends "Juliet and
her Romeo")

10 pts

What was the team name of the USFL franchise in Boston?
- (Boston) Breakers

30 pts

What is the title of the song cut from the original soundtrack in the
movie "The Wizard of Oz?"
- A song called ''The Jitterbug" ( which described
some insects sent to delay Dorthy and crew. No
relation to the popular dance at the time.)

15 pts

What name is next in this sequence: Bilandic, Byrne, Washington,
Sawyer, ... ?
-- Daley (listed are all mayors of Chicago since
Richard J. Daley passed on)

10 pts

Where will you find the most famous copy of Emma Lazarus' most
famous poem?
- On the pedestal of the Statue of Liberty.
(Enlightening the World)

so pt

With John F. Kennedy, there were two caskets involved. The first
was damaged on route from Dallas to Washington DC. Who
provided each casket?
-- Vernon O'Neal (Dallas)
- Joe Gawler
(Washington)

5 pts

Which state is ''The Equality State"?
-- Wyoming

20 pts

In the Miller Genuine Draft Beer Commercial featuring the man on
the billboard who reaches across the road for a bottle of Miller beer,
what is the title of the song playing in the background?
- Green Onions

10 pts

What is the denomination of the largest bill printed by the U.S.
Bureau of Printing and Engraving, and whose portrait is on it?
- $100,000; Woodrow Wilson

Hour 12
5 pts

What was Klinger wearing in the picture he gave to Henry Blake
when he left Korea?
-- pink evening gown or dress

10 pts

Name the Russian players now playing for the Vancouver Canucks
of the N.H.L.
- Igor Larionov and Vladimir Krutov

40pts

Outside the New York City Public Library building stands two lions
that were named by former Mayor Laguardia. Please name the two
lions.
-- Patience and Fortitude (The joke is the lions are
there so people can read between the lions)

15 pts

What company sponsored the original broadcast of "A Charlie
Brown Christmas?"
-- Coca-Cola

10 pts

Name all of the living Vice Presidents of the United States.
-- Nixon, Agnew, Ford, Mondale, Bush, and Quayle

65 pts

This past year the U.S. Post Office began printing stamps on a new
prephosored paper, where phosphor is applied to the paper much
like ink after the paper has been milled. What is the title of the first
stamp to be printed on the new paper?
-- Flag Over Yosemite

5 pts

Name the lead artist of the group "The Drifting Cowboys."
-- Hank Williams

15 pts

By what title was Ambrose Bierce's Devil's Dictionary originally
published?
-- The Cynic's Word Book (1906)

10 pts

What is the name of the biography written by Mike Tyson's former
sparring partner Jose Torres?
-- Fire And Fear

Hour 13
5 pts

Russia has two scientific bases at the South Pole. What are the
names of the two bases?
- Vostok and Mimvy

10 pts

What is the name of the reef that the Exxon Valdez ran aground on
March 24, 1989?
- Bligh

35 pts

Nabisco has introduced a new cereal called Breakfast Bears. It comes
in three flavors, and each flavor is represented by a bear. What are
the names given to the bears and which flavor does each bear
represent?
-- Freddy - cinnamon; Teddy - honey; Eddy chocolate

20 pts

Please give us the name of the first Minnesota student to compete
in the Cabinetmaking category of the International Skill Olympics.
-- Kevin Voss (of Sauk Rapids, Mn.)

10 pts

In the movie "Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure," what is the
name of the character played by George Carlin?
-- Rufus

65 pts

What is the name of the family dog on The Brady Bunch, and what
film did the dog go on to make with Don Johnson?
-- Tiger; A Boy and His Dog

5pts

Who ranked Colonel at the beginning of World War II and five star
General the end?
-- Dwight D. Eisenhower

15 pts

Who was the coach of the Miami USFL franchise that never was?
-- Howard Schnellenberger

10 pts

What is James A. Michener's middle name?
-- Albert

Hour 14
5 pts

What are young swans called?
-Cygnet

15 pts

The largest collection of antique Ford automobiles, the Towe
Antique Ford Foundation collection, got to be too large to be housed
in one place, and now is housed in two different towns. Name the
towns.
- Sacramento, California and Deer Lodge, Montana

30 pts

From the new Star Trek series, The Next Generation, who is the
designer of the Star Fleet uniforms?
- William Ware Theiss

15 pts

What group consisted of singers whose first names were Dianne,
Peggy, Janet and Kathy?
- The Lennon Sisters

10 pts

Who played Amy Carter on the Saturday Night Live television
show?
- Lorraine Newman

55 pts

The Traveling Wilburys was not your ordinary group. It was
composed of five superstars, each with their own Wilbury name or
nickname. Give us both the stars and their nicknames.
- Roy Orbison
- Lefty Wilbury
Jeff Lynne
- Otis Wilbury
Tom Petty
- Charlie Wilbury Jr.
Bob Dylan
- Lucky Wilbury
George Harrison - Nelson Wilbury

5 pts

Who used the ad campaign ''When you're number two, you try
harder?"
- Avis Rent-a-Car

15 pts

Lee Marvin and Charles Bronson both made their film debut in the
same movie. Name it.
- ''You're In the Navy Now'' (1951)

10 pts

In which of his works did John Donne write, "Remember for whom
the bell tolls. It tolls for thee."

-- Devotions (upon Emergent Occasions)

Hour 15
5 pts

The Icelandic flag consists of what colors?
- red, white, and blue

10 pts

In which Shakesperian play does "Shylock" appear?

- The Merchant of Venice
35 pts

Who it the president of the International Checkers Hall of Fame?
- Charles Walker

15 pts

In the movie "Tootsie," what is the name of the soap in which

Tootsie gets her big chance?
- Southwest General
10 pts

In 1988, the U.S. Energy Department identified a plant that makes

triggers for nuclear bombs as the most environmentally hazardous
site in the nuclear weapons industry. What is the name of that
plant?
- Rocky Flats (16 miles northwest of Denver)
75 pts

The Mutch Station Plaque will eventually be placed at the Thomas
A. Mutch Memorial Station. What is at this site and where is it?
- The Viking 1 lander on Mars (Chryse
Planitia)(National Air and space Museum is
entrusted to keep the plaque until the time comes
to place it on the Viking 1 lander)( He was the
leader of the lander imaging team)

5 pts

Name the only National Chairman of either the Democratic or the
Republican party to have been elected President of the US.
- George Bush

15 pts

Who was the official track trumpeter for Canterbury Downs last
year?
-- Harry Strobel

10 pts

What is the name of Sam Sneed's latest book?
- The Lesson's I've Learned

Hour 16
5 pts

In what year did "The Star Spangled Banner'' become the official
U.S. anthem?
-1931

10 pts

According to Ian Fleming, what is a "twelve cylinder, eight litre,
supercharged Paragon Panther?"
-- Chitty-Chitty Bang-Bang

35 pts

On what were the controls to open the top entrance to the Batcave
hidden in the Batman TV show, and be specific?
- a bust or statue of William Shakespeare

15 pts

What was the first town or city in the United States to fluoridate its
water?
-- Grand Rapids, Mich.

10 pts

With what actress did James Gamer appear in several commercials
for Polaroid?
- Mariette Hartley

65 pts

The N.B.A. had a one game experiment featuring 12 foot baskets.
Give us the date, the teams involved and the final score.
-- March 7, 1954; Minnesota Lakers beat Milwaukee
Hawks 65-63

5 pts

Which Archie comic character's real name is Francis McGonnigle?
-- (Big) Moose

15 pts

Name the first movie that starred Spencer Tracy and Katharine
Hepburn together.
-- Woman Of The Year

10 pts

It took Eric Dickerson 91 games to break the 10,000 yard mark in
rushing. How many games did it take Walter Peyton?
--122

Hour 17
5 pts

Which US president was the author of ''The Trailor Murder
Mystery''?
-- Abraham Lincoln

T.O.

According to the I.RS., what was the average time in hours and
minutes needed to fill out a 1040 form in 1988? (corrected)
- 9 hours and 17 minutes

40 pts

In the film "The Great Dictator," of what country was Chaplin the

dictator?
-- Tomania
15 pts

What former minister of information for the Black Panthers
surrendered to FBI agents in New York in 1975 after 7 years exile?
-- Eldridge Cleaver

10 pts

In the movie "Dead Poets Society," what is the Latin phrase used by
Mr. Keating to urge his students to think for themselves?

- Carpe Diem (Seize the day!)
35 pts

Two flavors of Life-Savers that had been discontinued in 1938 w ere
re-released in 1989. What two flavors were they?
-- Pepsin and Lic-o-rice

5 pts

Who was the top money winner on the P.G.A. tour for the year
1938?
-- Sam Sneed

20 pts

Who is the first world championship chess candidate to be beaten by
a computer, and what is the name given this computer?
-- Bent Larsen, Deep Thought

10 pts

What family has a feud going with the Flintstones?
-- Hatrocks

Hour 18
5 pts

From mythology, which of the Nine Muses was the muse of Song
and Sacred Poetry?
- Polymnia or Polyhymnia

10 pts

In the movie "Field Of Dreams," who was listed as being "The
Voice?"
- Himself

30 pts

Name the 80 year old woman that won the contest to host a
Saturday Night Live episode in the second season?
-- Mrs. Miskel Spillman

20 pts

What was the name of Eddie Munster's wolfman doll?
-- Woof Woof

10 pts

Who was the first Designated Hitter in major league baseball?
- Ron Blomberg

SSpts

Besides Lou Gehrig, who is the only other player to hit a home run
out of Columbia University's baseball park?
- George Bush

5 pts

Heckle and Jeckle are what type of bird?
-- Magpies (not crows)

15 pts

Name the Yardbirds song which features both Jimmy Page and Jeff
Beck?
-- Stroll On

10 pts

A constitutional amendment that would prevent congressional pay
raises from taking effect until after a U.S. House election, was
ratified by the Minnesota legislature in 1989. Who first proposed
the amendment?
-- James Madison

Hour 19
5 pts

Who was the ruler of England when England defeated the Spanish
Armada?
- Elizabeth I

10 pts

In what town will one find the "Statue of the Unknown Norwegian,

Our Lady of Perpetual Responsibility Church, and Art's Bait and
Night O' Rest Motel?"
- Lake Woebegon
25 pts

At the end of the 1989 U.S. Open Golf Tournament, who had the
low amateur score?
- Greg Lesher

20 pts

In the movie "Big," what is the name of the amusement park game

that turns Tom Hanks into an adult?
- Zoltar Speaks
10 pts

What is the name of the primary chart used by optometrists to
check a person's eyesight?
- Snellon chart

50 pts

What was the name of the film Spike Lee produced when he was a
student at New York University?
- Joe's Bed-Sty Barbershop - We Cut Heads

5 pts

Who became the president of the Republic of China after the fall of
the Chinese dynasties?
-- Sun Yat-Sen

15 pts

Name the five major league baseball players to throw two no-hitters
in a single season.
-- Johnny VanderMeer, Nolan Ryan, Allie
Reynolds, Virgil Trucks, Jim Maloney

10 pts

What state was the first to establish Mother's Day as a holiday?

-- West Virginia

Hour 20
5pts

John Jay, John Hancock and John Hanson all held what office?
- President of the Continental Congress

10 pts

Where was the first Mormon temple to be dedicated in the United
States?
-- Kirtland, Ohio

25 pts

In the Oldsmobile commercial featuring Ringo Starr, Ringo is
chased out of a hotel by a bevy of female fans. Name the hotel he is
chased from.
- Hotel Splendide

15 pts

What is the name of the blind begger who gives Billy Bones the
"Black Spot'' in Robert Louis Stevenson's ''Treasure Island?"
-Pew

10pts

What is the name of the award given to the last person to cross the
finish line in the Iditarod Trail Sled Dog race?
- The Red Lantern award

45pts

The Bounty towel commercials number 50, and all took place in
Rosie's Diner. Where did this actual diner exist?
- Little Ferry, New Jersey

5 pts

N.A.S.A.'s new space shuttle is named in honor of an 18th century
sailing ship that was captained by Capt. James Cook? What is the
name of the new space shuttle now being built?
- Endeavor

15 pts

Who was the Viking hung upside down from the goal post for his
wife's comments? And what is his wife's name?
- Rich Karlis, with wife Dena

10 pts

Who are the two men to make it to the finals in 8 straight U.S.
Open Tennis tournaments?
- Ivan Lendl and Bill Tilden

Hour 21
10 pts

This past year Don Shelby gained a certain amount of notoriety for the knot
in his tie. Who showed him how to tie the new knot?
- Jerry Pratt

10 pts

According to an organization of ad-agency art directors and copywriters
known as "The One Club," what company was featured in the best ad
campaign of the 1980's?
-- Federal Express

75 pts

Four new types of vegetables have been given the 1990 All-America Selection
Award, and will be ready for planting this gardening season. What are the
names of the four new types of vegetables?
- Squash Cream of the Crop; Squash Sun Drops; Pepper
Super Cayenne; Bean Derby

15 pts

According to Paul Harvey, on what day was Zsa Zsa Gabor born?
-- February 6, 1917

10 pts

Filmmaker Michael Moore has gained a lot of notoriety with his
documentary "Roger And Me." What is Roger's last name and what is his
occupation?
-- Roger Smith; Chairman of General Motors

60 pts

In August, 1969, then President Nixon awarded Medals of Freedom to four
people associated with the Apollo 11 mission. Three of the medals went to
astronauts Armstrong, Aldrin, and Collins. Who was awarded the fourth?
-- Steven Bales (he was the guidance officer for Apollo 11)

5 pts

Name the four vice-presidents that succeeded assassinated presidents.
-- Andrew Johnson, Chester Arthur, Teddy Roosevelt,
Lyndon Johnson

15 pts

Who was the Peanuts comic strip's first black character, appearing in 1968?
-- Franklin

10 pts

What is the name of Sgt. Louise Lugg's cat in the comic strip Beetle Bailey?
-- Bella

Hour 22
5 pts

Cheetos cheese snacks has a feline representative in its tv
commercials. What is the character's name?
- Chester Cheetah

lOpts

Who was the first photographer hired by Fortune magazine?
- Margaret Bourke-White

40pts

For his 40th birthday, the Asbury Park Press sponsored a "Bruce
Card" contest. The winning card had on it a guitar string and a
dangling leaf, and was called a rock and roll G-string. Who was the
designer of the winning card?
- Patricia Russoniello

15 pts

What were the last two towns in Minnesota to be hooked up
to the 911 emergency telephone system?
- Manchester and Hartland

10 pts

What was the name of the assailant who shot and crippled
George Wallace in a Laurel, Maryland shopping center?
- Arthur Bremer

60pts

In the TV show, "Night Court," Bull proudly admits to being
a member of a fraternal order, the acronym of which is
B.U.B.B.A. What does that stand for?
- Benevolent Union of the Baldheaded Bailiffs of
America

5 pts

Who held the office as the mayor of St. Cloud the longest?
- Phil Collignon

15 pts

The 1989 Taste of Minnesota food festival featured a fun and
fanciful object made of sand. Who was the head of the team that
carved the 19 foot sand castle for the event?
- Todd VanderPluym

10 pts

The Hollywood Women's Press Club is the organization that gives
out the Golden Apple awards. Who founded the organization?
- Louella Parsons

Hour 23
5 pts

Who designed the cover for the Rolling Stones "Sticky Fingers"
album?
- Andy Warhol

10 pts

What is the official song of the president of the United States?
- Hail To The Chief

45pts

Tom Kelly hit only one home run during his stint as a major
league baseball player. Off what pitcher did he hit that
infamous blast?
- Vern Ruhle

15 pts

Who founded the Gold Bond Stamp Company?
- Curt Carlson
Name the movie short that Lucille Ball appeared in with the Three
Stooges?
- Three Little Pigskins

55 pts

The people at Blue Nun Wines have picked their 1989 'Top 10 True
Blue Couples." Give us the names of the only non-living couple in
the top 10.
- Barbie and Ken

5pts

The first part of this TV commercial goes "Aren't you glad you use
Dial?" What is the second part?
- Don't you wish everybody did?

15 pts

What was the name of the Greek philosopher who carried a lantern
around Athens at midday, searching for an honest man?
- Diogenes

10 pts

In what beverage did the Brewster sisters serve the poison in the
movie "Arsenic and Old Lace?"
- Elderberry wine

Hour 24
5 pts

What is the name of the character Whoopi Goldberg portrays in the
TV series "Star Trek: The Next Generation?"
- Guinan (pronounced Gy-nan)

10 pts

What town was the territorial capitol of Oklahoma?
- Guthrie

40 pts

In the movie "The Accidental Tourist," what did the character of

Charles Leary do for a living?
- he made bottlecaps
15 pts

Who was featured on the cover of the very first TV Guide
magazine?
-- Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz Jr.

10 pts

The oldest living thing in Austin,Texas was recently poisoned. By
what name is it known?
-- Treaty Oak

70 pts

In 1899, the Bayer-AG corporation of Germany introduced two

products to the United States. One product was a tablet form of
aspirin. What was the other product, and what was the products
name?
- a cough medicine call "Heroin"
5 pts

Of the original 13 colonies, which one did not sign the
Constitution?
- Rhode Island

15 pts

Last year we asked you who the winner of the Pentax World Solar
Challenge Endurance race across Australia was. This year we'd like
to know the names of the two cities at the beginning and at the end
of the race.
- Darwin and Adelaide

10 pts

In what town and state are the headquarters for the E.S.P.N. TV

network located?
-- Bristol, Conneticut

Hour 25
5 pts

Who was the linebacker coach for the 1989 Minnesota Gophers?
-- Dick Biddle

10 pts

What U.S. warship was involved in the first shooting incident of the
Spanish-American War?
-- U.S.S. Nashville

40 pts

Who was the 1989 Miss Grand Prix for the Formuala One Grand Prix in
Rio?
-- Vanusa Spindler

15 pts

After George Bush and Dan Quayle, who are the next two people in the order
of Presidential Succession? (possibly outdated)
-- Thomas Foley and George Mitchell (Speaker of the House
of Representatives and President Pro Tempore of the Senate,
respectively)

10 pts

What railroad had the nickname "Uncle Pete"?
-- The Union Pacific (From the initials UP)

100 pts

What is the next phrase in this sequence?
"Man in the Space Age"
"Peace Through Understanding"
"Tomorrow's Fresh, New Environment"
"Energy Turns the World"
... ?

- "The World of Rivers"; (They are all the themes from
consecutive World's Fairs held in the USA, where the
answer is from the Louisana fair)
5 pts

In the movie "All Dogs go to Heaven," who supplies the voice of Charlie the

Dog?
-- Burt Reynolds
15 pts

When was the bill establishing the U.S. Lighthouse Service passed by
Congress?
-- August 7, 1789

10 pts

Please give us the first and last name of Dudley Do-Right's sweetheart?
-- Nell Fenwick

Hour 26
5 pts

In what city is the space needle located?

- Seattle
lOpts

Who was the 1989 St. Cloud MetroBus Rodeo Champion?
- Linda Friedrich

45 pts

What is the name of the person who created the banner of the
Polish trade union "Solidarity?"
- Kazimierz Bascik

15 pts

What form of plastic was named after L.H. Baekeland?
- Bakelite

lOpts

When the United Nations charter was signed in 1945, the text of the
charter was written in five languages. Name the five languages.
- Chinese, English, French, Russian, and Spanish

30pts

The Muppets TV show features a sketch called Pigs In Space. What
is the name of the captain of the ship?
- Capt. Link Hogthrob

5 pts

In 1954, Swanson introduced the first TV dinner. What kind was
it?

-Turkey
15 pts

What was the least visited United States National Park in 1987?
- Isle Royale

10 pts

Who was the first woman to win the Pulitzer Prize for spot news
photography?
- Virginia Schau (or Mrs. Walter Schau)

Hour 27
5 pts

What is the name of the military post on F Troop?
-- Fort Courage

10 pts

Who was the first wildlife artist to be selected twice as National
Ducks Unlimited Artist of the Year?
- David Maass

35 pts

In the Diet Coke commercial that is a take-off of the Goldilocks and
the Three Bears fable, name the four football players involved in
this remake.
- Boomer Esiason, Dan Hampton, Neil Anderson,
Keith Van Home

15 pts

What was the name of the Washington Post reporter who received
a Pulitzer Prize in 1981 for a story about a heroin addict named
"Jimmy," and then two days later relinquished the prize because she
had fabricated the story?
-- Janet Cooke

10 pts

Who was the first recipient of the Frazier Dean most courageous
wrestler award for the Minnesota Gophers?
-- Dave Dean (son of Frazier Dean)

95 pts

A small town in the western United States holds an annual "Betty
picnic" for any woman named Betty. What town and state is the
picnic held in?
-- Grant's Pass, Oregon

5pts

What English king gave us the measurement known as the yard?
-- Henry I

15 pts

In the cartoon feature "Duck to the Future," Scrooge McDuck
is in the year 2029 trying to retrieve his number 1 dime. Who
stole it?
-- Magica de Spell

10 pts

Mozart wrote 41 symphonies in his short life. What was the title
given to his final symphony?
-- Jupiter

Hour 28
5 pts

Between what two cities did the Pony Express travel in carrying the
mail?
- St. Joseph, Missouri and Sacramento, California

10 pts

What is the Bemidji State University newspaper called?
- Northern Student

45pts

What was the name of the former Saturday Night Live cast member
who was fired from the show after saying the "F word" while live
on the air?
- Charles Rocket

15 pts

After running out of material on stage at Woodstock, Richie
Havens composed a song off the top of his head. Name that tune.
- Freedom

10 pts

What is the name of the course and the course number of the class
our own Al Neff is teaching this quarter?
- Intro to Audio Production, 271 (Mass Comm)

35 pts

The champion crowing rooster at the Benton County Fair not only
won the contest, but set a new record for the number of times it
crowed in 15 minutes. What was the rooster's name?
- Fred (nothing is too trivial)

5 pts

Who founded the town of Cooperstown, New York?
-- William Cooper (James Fenimore Cooper's
father)

15 pts

George Sanders, Eli Wallack and Otto Preminger have all played the
same character on a tv show? What is the character and what is the
tv show?
- Mr. Freeze on Batman

10 pts

In the TV commercials featuring Vince And Larry, a new crash
dummy was introduced who always wears his seat belt. What is his
name?
-- Thurston

Hour 29
5 pts

What is the date of James Deans' death?
-- September 30, 1955

10 pts

At what town did General Sam Houston defeat the Mexicans, thus
insuring the independence of Texas?
-- San Jacinto

T.O.

What is the inscription printed on Al Capone's gravestone?
-- Alphonse Capone; 1899 -1947; My Jesus Mercy

15 pts

When John Hinckley shot Pres. Ronald Reagan he was trying to
impress somebody. Please give us the name of the person he was
trying to impress.
-- Jodie Foster
In Chicago one will find the radio and TV station WGN. What did
the letters originally stand for?
-- World's Greatest Newspaper (It was first owned
by the Chicago Tribune, which boasted to be the
world's greatest newspaper) ·

45 pts

In the opening sequence for the TV show "Welcome Back Kotter,"
the borough president for Brooklyn is mentioned. Who is it?
-- (Honorable) Sebastion Leone

5pts

Who wrote the baseball book "Why Time Begins On Opening Day?"
-- Thomas Boswell

15 pts

The longest railroad tunnel in the western hemisphere was
recently opened. Through what mountain does it run?
-- Mount MacDonald (in the Selkirk Mountain
chain)

10 pts

Who was the second man to sign the Declaration of Independence?
-- Button Gwinnett

Hour 30
5 pts

What state was the first to impose a cigarette tax?
-- Iowa

lOpts

Eastcliff is the name of the house that is inhabited by the President
of the University of Minnesota. Who donated the house to the
University?
- Edward Brooks

75 pts

Who holds the record for being the longest serving postal employee
in the U.S.?
- August Sutter

15 pts

Who was the 1989 queen of the Kentucky Derby?
- Margaret McGaw

lOpts

At what well known landmark did John Lennon marry Yoko Ono?
- Gibralter

50 pts

Who designed the pyramid on the TV game show "The $25,000
Pyramid?"
-- Jim Ryan

5 pts

From which gospel does Linus quote in "Merry Christmas, Charlie
Brown?"
-- Luke

15 pts

Jane Roe became famous from the Row vs Wade abortion case. But
who was Jane Roe in real life?
-- Norma McCorvey

10 pts

After President Truman removed General Douglas MacArthur as
supreme commander in the Korean War, who replaced him?
- (Lt. General) Matthew Ridgway

Hour 31 (History Hour)
5 pts

In what English village was the Magna Carta signed?
-- Runnymede

10 pts

Who built the oldest house still in existence in St. Cloud?
- Rosenberger built it,
Barney Overbeck owned it

55 pts

Prior to the building of St. Peter's Bacilicus in Rome in the mid1500's, what. building was the world's largest religious edifice, and
in what city is it located?
-- Hagia Sophia; Istanbul, Turkey

15 pts

Between what two towns was the first American Marathon run, and who
won the race?
-- Hopkinton, Mass. to Boston, Mass.; John
McDermott

10 pts

Who was the youngest pitcher to ever start a major league baseball
game since 1900?
- Charles (James) Derrington, for the Chicago
White Sox, 16 years and 10 months

70 pts

According to the earliest records found, the naming of boats goes
back to about 2700 B.C.. What is the oldest boat name currently on
record?
-- Praise of the Two Lands

5 pts

Who discovered the planet Uranus?
-- (Sir William) Herschel

15 pts

What is the name of the only hotel in the United States to make the
Travel and Leisure's 1987 list of the World's Best?
- Hotel Bel-Air (in Los Angeles)

10 pts

From the time before statehood, please name Minnesota's three

territorial governors.
-- Alexander Ramsey, Willis Gorman, and Samuel
Medary

Hour 32
5 pts

The New York Mets retired Tom Seaver's jersey a couple of years
ago. What was the number?
-- 41

10 pts

What film officially closed the 1989 Cannes film festival?
-- Old Gringo

100 pts

The first Fender Stratocaster guitar built by Leo Fender has the serial
number 0001 on it. Who owns that guitar?
- David Gilmour (of Pink Floyd fame)

15 pts

Minneapolis and St. Paul have a "sister city" in Russia. What
is its name?
-- Novosibirsk

10 pts

At what radio station did Hugh Downs get his first broadcasting job?
-- WLOK (Lima, Ohio)

45 pts

In what town or city, and state, would one find the world's longest

dual water speed slide, better known as the Typhoon?
-- Kansas City, Missouri
5pts

According to the advertisement featuring Brian Bosworth and his
Book of Etiquette, what is lesson number one in the social graces?
-- Never be offensive (don't be offensive)

15 pts

Who received over 800,000 fan letters in 1933, the most ever?
-- Mickey Mouse

10 pts

In what novel will one find the phrase "Four legs good, two legs

bad," and who is the author?
-- Animal Farm; George Orwell

Hour33
5 pts

What is the hometown of the actress Margaret "Hot Lips"
Houlihan?
-- Passaic, New Jersey

10 pts

Who is the actress associated with the 1956 white Thunderbird in
the movie "American Graffiti?"
-- Suzanne Sommers

95 pts

Charlie Chaplin's famous movie "Modern Times" has him being
tested with a machine that allows a worker on the assembly line to
continue working without stopping for lunch. What is the name of
this automated machine?
-- Billows Feeding Machine

15 pts

In the movie, "Breathless," starring Richare Gere, who sings the
version of the title song that Jesse Lujack is always emulating?
-- Jerry Lee Lewis

10 pts

Who is the current chief of the Cherokee nation?
-- Wilma Mankiller

50 pts

The word "IPCRESS" as used in the book "The Ipcress File," is an
acronym. What does it stand for?
-- Induction of Psycho-neurosis by
Conditioned Reflex with Stress

5 pts

What instrument did Frankie Avalon play before becoming
singer?
-- Trumpet

15 pts

What was the original name of Popeye's Famous Fried Chicken
before it came to be known as Popeye's?
-- Chicken On The Run

10 pts

Who was the first black chosen for the astronaut program by

N.A.S.A.?
-- Charles Bassett (1963)

a

Hour34
5 pts

In 1989, Oregon decided it needed a state nut? What is it? (Not who

is it?)
- hazelnut or filbert
10 pts

In the Washington Irving book "The Legend Of Sleepy Hollow,"

what was the name of the horse ridden by Icahabod Crane?
- Gunpowder
35pts

On the cover of Little Feat album, "Feats Don't Fail Me Now," what
two famous people are riding in the car?
- George Washington and Marilyn Monroe

15 pts

In the movie "The Spirit of St. Louis," starring Jimmy Stewart, what

did he say was the first piece of land sighted by Charles Lindbergh
on his flight across the Atlantic?
- Dingle Bay, Ireland
10 pts

Name the first Nobel Prize winner to have gained this distinction
in two different fields; and what two fields were these achievements
made?
- (Madam) Marie Curie; Chemistry and physics

50 pts

On October 1, 1989, four commemorative stamps featuring four
extinct dinosaurs were issued by the United States Post Office. Give
the true names of the dinosaurs featured.
- Apatosaurus (not brontosaurus), Tyrannosaurus,
Stegosaurus, and Pteradactyl

5 pts

The Mason-Dixon Line was originally the boundary between what
two states?
- Maryland and Pennsylvania

15 pts

What was the title of the first sculpture ever issued publicly by the
Humane Society of the United States?
-Snow Pup

10 pts

In the movie "Cool Hand Luke," what was it that Paul Newman

wore around his neck throughout the movie?
- A bottle opener

Hour 35
5 pts

What are the two branches of government that make up the British
parliament?
-- House of Lords and House of Commons

10 pts

Who founded the Mount Holyoke Seminary for women?
--Mary Lyon

35 pts

On the Steams county road map, there are eleven towns listed that
begin with the word Saint. Name the eleven.
-- St. Cloud, St. Augusta, St. Stephen, St. Anna, St.
Rosa, St. Nicholas, St. Joseph, St. Wendel, St.
Anthony, St. Martin, and St. Francis

15 pts

Who did John Madden chose to be the punter on his 1989 All
Madden Special Teams?
-- Randall Cunningham

10 pts

What are the call letters for the St. Cloud Amateur Radio Club?
-- W Zero S V (Whiskey Zero Sugar Victor)

30 pts

In the Walt Disney movie, "Blackbeard's Ghost," Dean Jones plays

the part of a track coach. Name the school he coaches for.
-- Godolphin
5 pts

What is the vertical marker on a sundial called?
-- Gnomon

15 pts

Name the current members of the rejuvenated vocal group
"Mamas and the Papa's"?
-- John Phillips, Mackenizie Phillips, Scott
MacKenizie, Elaine "Spanky" Macfarlane

10 pts

In the Jerry Lewis movie "The Nutty Professor," what is the name
of the playboy Jerry Lewis becomes after ingesting his secret
formula?

-- Buddy Love

Hour 36
5pts

When you see the M.G.M. motion picture trademark, what
are the latin words around the lion?
- Ars Gratia Artis

10pts

In the movie "Rainman," what kind of car was it that Tom
Cruise inherited from his father?
- 1949 Buick Roadmaster convertible Fireball (or
Straight) 8

25pts

Morticia, from the Addams Family, has a plant she called
Cleopatra. What kind of plant is it?
- African Strangler

15 pts

Roy Orbison's entire movie career consisted of two movies.
Name them.
- The Fastest Guitar Alive; Roadie

10 pts

Who was the only Oscar winner to present the award to him
or herself?
-- Irving Berlin for "White Christmas" in 1942

45 pts

What is the line stated by the police dispatcher in the opening
sequence to Hill St. Blues?
- We have a 911; armed robbery in progress. See
surplus store owner, comer of Peebles Drive and
124th Street.

5 pts

In the TV show "Simon and Simon," what is the name of
Rick Simon's dog?
- Marlowe

15 pts

In the movie "The Defiant Ones," what is the nickname
Sydney Poitier uses for Tony Curtis?
- Joker

10pts

What is the real first name of movie star Pat Morita, star of
the Karate Kid movies?
- Noriyuki

Hour 37
5 pts

Who is the current commissioner of the Minnesota Department of
Transportation?
-- Leonard (Len) Levine

10 pts

What state imposed the first state sales tax, and in what year did
they do it?
-- West Virginia; 1921

40 pts

During the Viking's football game on Christmas day, part of the
team sang us their rendition of "The 12 Days of Christmas." Who
was their accompanist?
-- Jim Anderson (of Burnsville)

15 pts

In William Shakespeare's play "Hamlet," Ophelia says of this herb
"That's for remembrance." What herb was she talking about?
-- Rosemary

10 pts

According to the Gannett News Service, what was the choosiest
college in the U.S., that is, the hardest college to get into in 1989?
-- U. S. Coast Guard Academy

35 pts

The editors of the magazine "American Photography'' have given
the nomination of "Photographer of the Decade" to who or what?
-- The Voyager 2 spacecraft

5 pts

What disaster occurred in the 1958 film "A Night To Remember?"
-- the sinking of the Titanic

15 pts

Whose painting was hung upside down in the New York City
Museum of Modem Art for 47 days before the mistake was
discovered?
-- Henri Matisse

10 pts

What is the name of the Indian maiden in the song "Running
Bear," by Johnny Preston?

-- Little White Dove

Hour 38
5 pts

In the movie "Roadhouse," what well known blues musician has a

featured role?
-Jeff Healy
lOpts

Which of the present U.S. state capitols was the first city to be
founded?
- Santa Fe, New Mexico (founded in the 1600's)

65pts

Not only was he the 1989 winner of the Nebraska State Fair Mooing
contest, he also won the 1989 Nebraska Cluck Off as the person best
imitating a chicken. Who was this versatile imitator?
-- Joel Vavra

15 pts

With what two bands did Boy George serve his apprenticeship with
before the forming of Culture Club?
-- Bow Wow Wow and In Praise Of Lemmings

lOpts

What was the name of the first black doll introduced in the Barbie
series of dolls?
-- Francie

75pts

Who was the first person to play on both an exposition Olympic
baseball team and a major league baseball team?
-- William Sayles

5 pts

What country did the United States purchase the Virgin Islands
from?
-- Denmark

15 pts

Where is the Confederate Naval Museum located?
-- Columbus, Georgia

10 pts

The fastest train in the United States runs at 120 miles per hour
between what two cities?
-- Washington D.C. and New York City

Hour39
5 pts

What does the Nineteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
guarantee?
- The right to vote shall not be denied because of
gender

10 pts

Who is the current head Librarian at the Library of Congress?
-- James Billington

70 pts

In the movie "Gone With The Wind," what was the quote that
appeared on the clock at the Wilke's plantation, Twelve Oaks?
-- Do not squander time. That is the stuff life is
made of.

15 pts

Who won the 1929 O.Henry award for best short story, and what
was the name of the winning story?
-- Dorothy Parker for "Big Blonde"

10 pts

What was the name of the first professional football team coached
by George Halas?
-- Decatur Staleys (1920)

50 pts

The highest price ever paid for a 19th century American painting
was paid in 1989 for a painting that came from the Walker Art
Museum. Please give us the name of the painter and the painting.
-- Frederic Church; Home By the Lake

5 pts

What was the original line-up of the Beach Boys?
-- Brian Wilson, Carl Wilson, Dennis Wilson, Mike
Love, and David Marks

15 pts

Who composed the 20th Century Fox Fanfare?
- Alfred Newman

10 pts

What kind of whale does Jacques Cousteau call the "Caruso of the
Deep" because of its ability to "sing" for up to 22 hours at a time?
-- Humpback whale

Hour40
5 pts

By what name were the Temptations known as before they became
the Temptations?
-- The Primes

10 pts

What Canadian heir to a farm equipment manufacturing fortune
went on to achieve fame and fortune as a Hollywood leading man?
-- Raymond Massey

60 pts

Who was named the 1989 National Motor Carriers Association
Driver of the Year?
-- Gerald Hanks

15 pts

What World War II battle was the first naval clash to be fought
entirely by aircraft?
-- Battle Of The Coral Sea

10 pts

As in America, Austrailia used to call their cyclones by women's
names. What was the first men's name to be used when they
changed that practice?
-- Alan

35 pts

Who was the first Duke of Marlborough?
-- John Churchill (Winston's grandfather)

5 pts

There was only one time in the history of the United States that a
vice-president was elected by the United States senate. Who was
that person?
-- Richard Johnson (1837)

15 pts

In the movie "Children of A Lesser God," a singing and dancing

group, made up of kids from William Hurt's class, performed for
the school's talent show? What was the name of their group?
-- The No-Tones
10 pts

In the TV comedy series "F Troop," what famous comedian played

"Wise Owl?"
-- Milton Berle

Hour 41
5 pts

In the radio show "Fibber McGee and Molly," what was the name of
the mayor?
- Mayor La Trivia

10 pts

Elvis Presley was buried wearing a diamond ring with some letters
on it. What were the letters on the ring, and what did they stand
for?
- TCB; Taking Care of Business

40pts

Who was the only athlete from Guam to compete in the 1988
Winter Olympics, and in what sport did he participate?
- Judd Bankert; 10 kilometer biathlon

15 pts

Who was the first 7-footer to play basketball at the University of
Minnesota?
-- Tommy Barker

10 pts

Who is the only person to be nominated for two acting Oscars
posthumously?
-- James Dean (for "East of Eden" - 1955
and "Giant" - 1956)

45 pts

Mitch Williams, pitcher for the Chicago Cubs, has a tattoo on his
right calf. What does it say?
-- Speedy Gonzales

5 pts

As we all know, Paul Revere rode through the night to warn people
that "the British were coming." Who were the other two patriots
who also rode that night to give warning?
- William Dawes and Samuel Prescott

25 pts

Lucky Charms recently added "Red Balloons" to the cereal. What
are the names of the other six "magical marshmallow shapes?"
- Orange Stars, Green Clovers, Yellow Moons, Pink
Hearts, Blue Diamonds, and Purple Horseshoes

10 pts

DJ's will play a tape - the question will be "What is Rudy Perpich's
middle name?"
-- George

Hour 42
5 pts

From what Minnesota high school did Kent Hrbek graduate?
-- Bloomington Kennedy

lOpts

Between the years 1969 and 1987, what official worked the most
championship games in the N.C.A.A.'s Final Four Basketball
playoffs?
- Hank Nichols

50 pts

In the movie ''My Stepmother Was An Alien," what is the name of

the band that plays at the wedding reception For Dan Ackroyd and
Kim Basinger?
-- Grady and the Loga Rhythms
20 pts

Who replaced Jesse White as the new Maytag "01' Lonely"
repairman in 1989?
- Gordon Jump

10 pts

Who was Barry Goldwater's vice-presidential running mate in 1964?
-- William Miller

65 pts

In terms of point size, what are the two largest New York Times

Headlines ever?
-- MEN WALK ON THE MOON (7 /21/69)
NIXON RESIGNS (8/9/74)
5 pts

What was the name of the horse ridden by Joe Cartwright in the TV
series "Bonanza?"
- Cochise

15 pts

Oprah Winfrey has a close female friend that she calls and talks to
on a daily basis. What is the name of her friend?
- Gail King or Gail (King) Bumpus

10 pts

What is the name of the song playing in the video where Hank
Williams Jr. dreams he is singing with his father?
-- There's A Tear In My Beer

Hour43
5 pts

What is the state bird of Utah?
-- sea gull

10 pts

In the comic strip Mother Goose and Grimm, what is the name of
the cat?
-- Attila

70 pts

In the Claymation commercial for raisins featuring a claymation
model of Ray Charles, what are the words printed on the wood
above the keyboard?
--WHAT I SAY

15 pts

In the movie "The Buddy Holly Story," what was the maiden name
of the woman Buddy Holly married?
-- (Maria Elena) Santiago

10 pts

With what composer of classical music would you associate the
following pieces of music: "Billy The Kid," "Rodeo," and
"Appalachian Spring?"
-- Aaron Copland (pronounced Copeland)

40 pts

I.O.N. is the acronym for an organization known as the
International Organization of Nerds. What is the honorary name
taken by the Supreme Arch Nerd?
-- AB. Nerdling

15 pts

In the movie ''It's a Wonderful Life," young George had a part time
job at a pharmacy with a soda fountain. What was the name of the
man George worked for?
-- (Mr.) Gower

15 pts

What two teams played the first championship game in the arena
football league, and who won?
- The Denver Dynamite defeated the Pittsburgh
Gladiators (45 - 16)

10 pts

Who is the comedian who plays the role of Geraldine with a
boyfriend named Killer?
-- Flip Wilson

Hour44
5 pts

The phrase "Four score and seven years ago... " is from what famous
speech?
--The Gettysburg Address

10 pts

What is the name of the person who came up with the idea to give
out the prize known as the Bulwer-Lytton Fiction Award which
honors wretched writing?
-- Scott Rice

25 pts

In the Mel Brooks motion picture "Silent Movie," what is the name
of the most seductive creature supposedly ever made?
-- Vilma Kaplan

15 pts

In the TV series "Wild, Wild West," West's archenemy Dr.
Lovelace had a large Frankensteinian assistant. What was the
assistants name?
-- Voltaire

15 pts

When twin cities radio cities radio station KMGK-FM changed its
call letters to KQQL in late 1988, it celebrated the change by a
marathon playing of one song by more than a dozen artists. Name
that tune.
-- Louie, Louie

45 pts

Including both playoff and regular season games, what was Tom
Landry's final record as a coach of the Dallas Cowboys?
-- 270 wins, 178 losses, and 6 ties

5 pts

The first Number 1 song Roberta Flack had was written by a Scottish
folksinger. Name the song and its author.
-- "The First Time Ever I Saw Your Face" by Ewen
Maccoll

15 pts

Patrick Swayze has a ranch where he raises Arabian horses, plays
guitar, and listens to the phone go crazy. What is the name of his
ranch?
-- Rancho Bizarre

10 pts

What are the names of the three fundamental patterns used in
juggling?
-- The Cascade, the Shower, and the Fountain

Hour45
5 pts

What is the first name of Joe Mannix's secretary?
- Peggy (Fair)

15 pts

What is the title of the film with the dedication in the movie credits
that reads ''This Picture is Dedicated to the Fifty?"
-- The Great Escape

45 pts

According to Isaac Asimov, what are the first Three Laws of
Robotics?
- 1) A robot may not injure a human being, or through inaction,
allow a human being to come to harm.
2) A robot must obey the orders given it by human beings except
where such orders would conflict with the First Law.
3) A robot must protect its own existence as long as such
protection does not conflict with the First or Second Law.

15 pts

What was the biggest selling country song of 1949?
-- Candy Kisses (sung by George Morgan)

10 pts

What was the first state to require automobiles to have license
plates and what year did that become a requirement?
-- New York - 1901

75 pts

In 1985, Proctor and Gamble held a contest to find a look-alike for
Mr. Clean. Who was selected as the winner of that contest?
-- C. W. Tomley

5 pts

Name the Academy Award winning song from the movie "Mary
Poppins."
- Chim Chim Chiree

15 pts

From the Holiday Inn TV commercial, John Laroquette is seen
working from what hotel line?
- Dearth Hotels

10 pts

Mickey Tettleton was leading the American League in home runs
for a while last summer, and it all started after eating a bowl of a
certain kind of cereal for breakfast. What kind of cereal was it?
-- Fruit Loops

Hour 46
5 pts

What is the most common element of the earth's atmosphere?
- Nitrogen

10 pts

In "Moonwalker," the storybook written by Michael Jackson, what is

the name of the villain?
-- Mr. Big
65pts

In the movie "The Pride Of The Yankees," the song that is playing

in the background of Lou Gerhig's farewell speech to his teammates
and the 62,000 fans in the stadium was also the love song of Lou
Gehrig and his wife Eleanor Twitchell. Name the song and its
composer or composers.
-- "Always" by Irving Berlin
15 pts

According to Newsweek's Best and Worst of 1989, what was the Best
''Unwatched TV Show?"
-- 48 Hours (The CBS News Show)

15 pts

Famous singing star Jerry Butler is now working as a County
Commisioner. What is the name of the county he works for?
-- Cook county (Chicago)

25 pts

What is the name of the dance that Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers
introduced in the movie "Top Hat?"
-- The Piccolino

5 pts

In chess, what is meant by the notation QB?

-- Queen's bishop, or the bishop on the queen's side
15 pts

In what establishment and city did the first jukebox make its debut?
-- Palais Royale (Saloon) in San Francisco

lOpts

What country was Prince Akeem from in the movie "Coming To
America?"
-- Zamunda

Hour47
5 pts

What was the name of the KVSC Trivia Weekend for the year 1986?
-- Trivia Zone

10 pts

What album by a country artist was the first debut album to go
platinum in its first year out?
-- "Storms of Life" (by Randy Travis)

55 pts

What law enforcement agency patch does Paul McCartney sport on
his sleeve on the cover of the Sgt. Peppers album?
- The Ontario Provincial Police

15 pts

Who was the first women to be named president and executive
director of an N.C.A.A. sanctioned bowl game?
-- Marcia Cherner (Aloha Bowl)

10 pts

Who threw out the first pitch on Opening Day, 1988, for the Texas
Rangers?
-- Jessica McClure

30 pts

In 1987, the last of a certain species of sparrows died in captivity at
Disney World's Discovery Island. What kind of sparrow was it?
-- Dusky Seaside Sparrow

5 pts

In Ian Fleming's novels, what is the significance of a Double Zero

classification (as in Double-OH 7?)
-- Licensed to kill (in the line of duty)
15 pts

What was Dr. Smith, from the TV series ''Lost in Space" a doctor of?
-- Intergalactic Environmental Psychology

10 pts

What is Billy Joel's middle name?
-- Martin

Hour48
5 pts

The old comic strip by Berkely Breathed was called Bloom County.
What is the title of the new strip?
-- Outland

10 pts

In what city will one find the Kansas Cosmosphere and Space
Center?
-- Hutchinson (Kansas, the center displays the
failures of the U. S. space program for the past 30
years)

70pts

The Swinging Blue Jeans, of "Hippy Hippy Shake" fame, recorded a
song that did not do well for them but became a top 10 hit for
another artist 15 years later. Name the song and the artist.
-- "You're No Good" by Linda Ronstadt

15 pts

Who received a patent for the first calliope?
-- Joshua Stoddard

10 pts

In the TV show "Cheers," what nickname do Carla and Diane have
in common?
-- Muffin

200 pts

In one of the TV commercials featuring the crash dummies, Vince
and Larry, they offer an album featuring all their "smash" hits.
What are the titles of the songs listed in the commercial?
-- I Never Met A Grille Like You
I Melt When You Buckle That Belt
The Vince And Larry Polka
Love Me Fender
Do The Buckle Up
Return To Fender
The Man In The Rearview Mirror
You've Got Me Wrapped Around Your Fender
D.O.A. In The U.S.A.
(When You Don't Buckle Up) You're Cruising For
A Bruising
Buckle Up And Buckle Down
Jumpin' Jack Crash

5 pts

Who was originally cast as the Tin Man for the movie "The Wizard
Of Oz?"
-- Buddy Ebsen

Hour49
5 pts

What cape will you find off Tierra Del Fuego?
-Cape Hom

10pts

What is the jersey number of the Minnesota Timberwolves mascot?
-991/2

95pts

In the 1982 Major League season, who was the last man on an

opening day team roster to appear in a regular season game?
- Roger Lafrancois (of the Boston Red Sox)
20pts

From what Dr. Seuss book would you find this poem: (have fun Al
- we know you can do it)
Through three cheese trees
three free fleas flew.
While these fleas flew
freezy breeze blew
Freezy breeze made these tree's cheese freeze.
Freezy cheese made these three trees freeze.
That's what made these three free fleas sneeze.
-- Fox in Sox

15 pts

Prior to coming to America for the first time, Sergei Rachmaninoff
composed a piece of music specifically to premiere in the United
States. What was the title of that piece of music?
- Third Concerto for Piano (opus 30)

25pts

What is the name of the Laurel and Hardy Fan Club tent located in
Wausau, Wisconsin?
- Below Zero

10 pts

In the movie "Outlands," what is the name of the celestial body that

movie takes place on?
-Io
10 pts

In the Sear's Weatherbeater paint commercials being shown on TV,

whose home do they paint in Portsmouth, New Hampshire?
- John Paul Jones
15 pts

From the movie, according to Ferris Bueller what is the key to
faking out parents?
- Clammy palms

Hour 50
15 pts

In 1985, Russian sailors used music to rescue some 3000 Beluga
whales that were trapped in a narrow strait off the Bering Sea.
Icebreakers had cleared a path, but the confused whales refused to
leave the strait. Though many different kinds of music were tried,
whose music was it that finally caused them to swim through the
channel to freedom?
-- Beethoven

15 pts

What is the mascot for the sports teams at the University of
California at Santa Cruz?
-- the Banana Slug

75 pts

Joe Dimaggio holds the record for getting a hit in 56 straight games.
Please give us the name of the pitcher he started his streak with and
the last pitcher he got a hit off before his streak was broken.
--Edgar Smith (Chicago White Sox); Joe Krakauskas
(Cleveland Indian)

T.O.

What does ROSEBUD stand for in Richies middle name from the
Dick Van Dyke show?
-- Richard Oscar Samuel Edward Benjamin Ulysses David
(Should be Robert)

5 pts

Who asked the first question for hour number one, and what was
the answer?
-- President Brendan McDonald - Akita University

15 pts

The makers of Point beer have introduced a novel beer to the
Steven's Point area. It is made using potato starch in the process
rather than corn starch. What is the name of this new brew?
-- Spud Premium

5 pts

Prior to the beginning of Triviattack 90, KVSC ran a promotional
three part series featuring a certain superhero. What is the name of
this incredible superhero?
-- TRIVIAMAN

